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Corporate Social Responsibility - Kabelwerk EUPEN AG has
been granted the Silver Recognition Level by ecoVadis
and confirms its performance.

KABELWERK EUPEN AG (GROUP)
has been granted a
Silver Recognition Level
Based on their EcoVadis CSR rating
July 2018

Valid until : July 2019

About Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

About ecoVadis

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the continuing
commitment to behave responsibly by integrating social
and environmental concerns into business operations. CSR
goes beyond regulatory compliance to focus on how companies manage their economic, social, and environmental
impacts, as well as their relationships with stakeholders
(e.g. employees, suppliers, government).

ecoVadis operates a collaborative platform allowing
companies to assess the environmental and social performance of their suppliers on a global basis.
ecoVadis combines technology and Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) expertise to deliver simple and reliable supplier scorecards, 21 CSR indicators, 190 commodities and 150 countries, built on 3 pillars: People, Process
and Platform.
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About the Assesment

Corporate Social Responsibility at Kabelwerk EUPEN AG

The ecoVadis methodology framework assesses the policies and measures put in place as well as the reporting
published by companies with regards to environmental,
labor practices & human rights, fair business practices and
sustainable procurement issues. The assessment conducted by CSR experts is made on the basis of the company
answers to a survey which is dynamically adapted to their
country, sector and size, on the basis of supporting documentation, and on public and stakeholder (NGOs, trade
unions, press) information.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has always been a
very important and integral part of Kabelwerk EUPEN’s
trade and quality policy. The latest Silver Recognition Level
granted by ecoVadis to Kabelwerk EUPEN AG confirms
and underlines EUPEN’s continuous efforts and policy in
terms of Corporate Social Responsibility.
Kabelwerk EUPEN AG is a leading European cable manufacturer active in the field of cable design, production and
sales for more than 100 years. During all those years,
People and Environment were always in the Centre of the
attention of the owner, the Family Bourseaux, the management and all staff. Kabelwerk EUPEN AG believes that
success depends upon creating and maintaining a relation
of trust and professionalism with its main stakeholders
namely its employees, customers, suppliers, shareholders,
government authorities and the society.

Kabelwerk EUPEN AG score
Kabelwerk EUPEN AG is in the TOP 10% of several
thousand companies assessed by ecoVadis in all
categories.
www.eupen.com
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